Best truck, best van & best bus: MAN claims ten of
the coveted prizes at the 2020 ETM Awards

Munich, 23/07/2020

Incredible success story: At this year’s ETM Awards, MAN Truck
& Bus came out on top in ten categories – the most successful
return of any manufacturer. From vans and trucks to buses, the
entire MAN product family impressed readers, customers and
drivers across the board.
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MAN eTGE, MAN Lion’s City 12 E and MAN eTGM win the
three additional categories for electric vans, electric
buses and electric trucks
The new Truck Generation is in the fast lane: MAN TGX
and MAN TGS come out on top in the long-haul transport,
tippers up to 32t and distribution transport starting at 18t
categories
Lion’s City, Lion’s Intercity and Lion’s Coach win in the city
bus, intercity bus and coach categories respectively
Other award-winners: MAN Service Complete for trucktrailer service and MAN Financial Services for truck
leasing/financing
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Together with DEKRA, the commercial vehicle specialist publications trans
aktuell, lastauto omnibus and FERNFAHRER went hunting for the best
commercial vehicles and the best brands in the commercial vehicle industry
again this year. A huge number of readers responded to their call. More than
250 commercial vehicles across 16 categories – from vans through to heavyduty trucks and intercity buses, were in the running for the “Best Truck”, “Best
Van” and “Best Bus” awards at the ETM Awards. “This makes us even
prouder that MAN Truck & Bus was able to scoop ten of the coveted ETM
Awards. This is an incredible success story!” says Göran Nyberg, Executive
Board Member for Sales and Marketing at MAN Truck & Bus, who adds: “The
fact that our entire product family was able to win people over shows how

MAN Truck & Bus is one of Europe's leading commercial vehicle manufacturers and transport solution providers, with
an annual revenue of some 11 billion euros (2019). The company's product portfolio includes vans, trucks,
buses/coaches and diesel and gas engines along with services related to passenger and cargo transport. MAN Truck &
Bus is a company of TRATON SE and employs more than 37,000 people worldwide.
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positively our brands are perceived and how satisfied our customers and
drivers are with our trucks, buses and vans. A success story like this would
never have been possible without our team, who worked tirelessly and with
great motivation to secure the best possible result.”
MAN wins in all three electric vehicle categories
Awards were also presented for three additional categories covering electric
vans, electric buses and electric trucks. And MAN Truck & Bus would not be
denied in any of the three categories. The MAN eTGE, MAN Lion's City 12 E
and MAN eTGM took first place in their respective categories. “As such, the
entire MAN electric fleet won an award. This proves that our highly modern
electric vehicles make an outstanding impression,” says Nyberg.
The new Truck Generation makes an impressive entrance
But it was not only the MAN eTGM that made it to the top of the truck
rankings. The MAN TGX came out on top in the long-haul transport category,
the MAN TGS was the best of the tippers up to 32 tonnes and also scooped
first place in the heavy-duty distribution transport category for 18 tonnes and
above. All of the victorious trucks are members of the new Truck Generation
that MAN Truck & Bus officially unveiled in February of this year. The new
Truck Generation is consistently oriented towards the changing requirements
of the transportation industry and sets new standards for – among other
things – assistance systems, driver orientation, digital networking and
sustainability. “The fact that the readers’ choice participants were so
impressed by our new trucks goes to show that we took the correct approach
when developing the new Truck Generation, and that is highly satisfying.
Making our customers’ business operations easier, more efficient and more
successful always has been and will continue to be our objective,”
emphasises Executive Board Member for Sales and Marketing, Göran
Nyberg.
MAN buses are streets ahead
MAN’s buses also received rave reviews. MAN Lion’s City G with MAN
EfficientHybrid came out on top in the city bus category. MAN Lion's Intercity
took the intercity bus category and MAN Lion’s Coach, the current “Coach of
the Year 2020”, took the coach category. MAN Service Complete also took
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first place for the truck-trailer service. “With this award, the readers are
paying homage to our high level of service and our customer-focussed
approach,” explains Christoph Huber, CEO of MAN Truck & Bus Deutschland
GmbH, who adds: “We are absolutely delighted that our vehicles and our
services have been given such great ratings, particularly in our domestic
market of Germany. It is all the more meaningful that these ratings are
provided by the people who use the vehicles and services every day. We
couldn’t have hoped for better praise.” Even the group’s own range of
financial services won through in the readers’ choice: MAN Financial
Services was successful in taking home one of the coveted prizes for the
second year running, winning the “truck leasing/financing” category by some
distance.
Virtual award ceremony for winners on 23 July 2020
On account of the current situation, the ETM publishing house and DEKRA
announced the winners of this year’s prestigious ETM Awards in the form of
a virtual award ceremony. The stream was broadcast on 23 July 2020 on
Facebook, YouTube and eurotransport.de.
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Caption:
The victories of the eTGE, the eTGM and Lion’s City E meant that all of the
models in the highly modern MAN electric fleet won an ETM award.
P_TGE_EOT_eTGE_2018-04.jpg
Caption:
Captivating customers since 2018 with its range that is suitable for the city,
its professional MAN service package and eight-year guarantee for the
batteries: the MAN eTGE.
P_Bus_EOT_LionsCity18G_2019-01.jpg
Caption:
The gas-powered MAN Lion’s City G city bus variant is equipped with the
newly developed E18 engine. The vehicle is available as a solobus or
articulated bus and can be operated in a particularly environmentally friendly
manner in combination with MAN EfficientHybrid.
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P_Bus_EOT_LionsCity12E_2019-10.jpg
Caption:
The fully electric MAN Lion’s City E impresses with a reliable range of 200
km and up to 270 km in favourable conditions over the entire service life of
the battery.
P_Bus_EOT_Lions_Intercity_2020.jpg
Caption:
With the MAN Lion's Intercity, MAN can offer the ideal solution for intercity
and school bus transportation.
P_Bus_EOT_Lions_Coach_C-09.jpg
Caption:
Economical, reliable and much-loved: The MAN Lion’s Coach is a model of
success in the coach market and the current holder of the prestigious award
“Coach of the Year 2020”.
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Caption:
The TGS series of the new MAN Truck Generation starts at a total weight of
18 tonnes and comprises 2, 3 and 4-axle vehicles. With this variety, it was
able to secure first place in two categories at the ETM Awards: Tippers up to
32 tonnes and heavy-duty distribution transport starting at 18 tonnes.
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Caption:
Setting the pace in long-haul transport: The new MAN TGX series led from
the front to secure a first-place finish in the ETM readers’ choice.
P_eTGM_EOT_eTruck_8
Caption:
Heavy-duty electric distributor: the MAN eTGM won first place in the electric
truck category at the ETM Awards.
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